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Should You File for Bankruptcy?

A bankruptcy lawyer will help you make your decision

 Contact Us










Regain Control Over Your Finances

Speak with a bankruptcy lawyer in Houston, TX


You don't want to find yourself in murky financial waters, but they are often unavoidable. The Law Firm of Min Gyu Kim in Houston, TX can help you navigate tough financial situations. As your bankruptcy lawyer, attorney Kim will do everything in his power to protect your assets.

Email attorney Kim now if you need to retain a bankruptcy lawyer.
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Get to know Attorney Kim







Are you looking for a bankruptcy or vehicle repossession attorney? Attorney Kim can represent you. Before you pick up the phone, you might want to know a few things about our lawyer. He:


	Is proud to be a first-generation Korean-American
	Attended the South Texas College of Law in Houston
	Takes every client seriously and meets directly with them


Attorney Kim cares for his clients and goes above and beyond to meet their needs. He meets with every client personally and does everything he can to keep them informed. Reach out to him today if you need representation.
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Don't Lose Your Mode of Transportation

Turn to a vehicle repossession attorney in Houston, TX

 Get in Touch










Guiding you through financial challenges


If your finances spiral out of control, you could face serious debt, credit report and IRS situations. Fortunately, attorney Kim will be by your side as you strive to protect your life and livelihood. He assists clients facing:

	Car repossession
	Home foreclosures
	Chapter 7 and Chapter 13 bankruptcy

He'll hold a consultation to go over your options virtually or in person. After your consultation, he'll be available to answer any questions and assist you with every step of your situation. You'll always speak directly with him - not an office staff member or paralegal. Call 713-259-3929 now to speak with a vehicle repossession attorney.
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